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Durban South Africa
Our company is many shipowners in
Guangdong region first class booking
agent service providers for SPEED®
DURBAN SOUTH AFRICA, and
adhere to the principle of good faith,
always put the needs of customers. In
the first place, constantly improve the
service content, to provide quality
services for domestic and foreign
customers.

Product Description

SPEED® Durban South Africa

The really wealthy projects administration experiences and a person to just one
assistance model make the higher importance of company communication and our easy
understanding of your expectations for Good Quality Sea Shipping Freight Forwarder
Durban South Africa, Johannesburg, Port Elizabeth, Pretoria, Durban, East London South
Africa, We, with open arms, invite all interested buyers to visit our website or contact us
directly for further information.
Good Quality China Sea Shipping Freight, SPEED® Durban South Africa, In order to
meet our market demands, we now have paied more attention to the quality of our
products and solutions and services. Now we can meet customers' special requirements
for special designs. We persistently develop our enterprise spirit "quality lives the
enterprise, credit assures cooperation and keep the motto in our minds: customers first.

Our company has strong professional, high quality, efficient team with advanced and
innovative operation concept.
At the same time for you to optimize the whole supply chain links, control your logistics
costs, improve your logistics efficiency.
The port of Durban is located on the east coast of South Africa and on the southwest side
of the Indian Ocean. It is the largest container port in South Africa. It was founded in 1824,
formerly known as the port of Natal. It was renamed in 1835. Deban is the third largest city
in South Africa.
There are open storage yards in the port area, which can store 200000 tons of goods,
520000 tons of sugar storage capacity and 1.02 million square meters of container yard
area. The depth of anchorage is 18m. In 1994, the container throughput reached 724000
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TEU, an increase of 14% over 1993. The main export goods are manganese ore, steel,
gold, coal, iron ore, sugar, peanut, corn, wool, leather, orange and pig iron, etc. the import
goods mainly include wheat, machinery, chemical fertilizer, crude oil, transportation
equipment, textiles, wood, paper, tea and chemical products.

Our company is many shipowners in Guangdong region first class booking agent service
providers for DURBAN SOUTH AFRICA, and adhere to the principle of good faith, always
put the needs of customers.

Co-owner: MSK, SEALAND(MCC), CHINA LINES, EMC, ONE LINE, APL, WHL, CMA,
MSC, KMTC, HPL, OOCL, ZIM, YML, HMM, etc.
And with a number of shipowners established a credit cooperation system.
The service network covers the whole south, East and North China.
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